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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL
2

HOURS

Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

HEART IN HANDS 
PLATE

 

CMM 86- Pretty In Pink
CMM 90- Red Hot 
CMM 31 - Licorice 

 
 
 
 

 
 

CCX151 10" Coupe Dinner Plate
Liner Brush

Medium Brush
Word Pattern

Pen
NCR Paper or Tissue Paper

Water based Maker
Writing Bottle

 

COLORS



 Working one hand at a time, apply the print by painting a heavy
layer of Red Hot the left hand. 
 After applying the paint, immediately press the hand onto the
left side of the plate. To make sure we have room for the heart,
get the print as close to the edge as you can. Press firmly. 
 Repeat steps one and two for the right hand on the right side of
the plate. 
 Use your water based marker to write the child's name next to
their print. 
 Draw on a heart that overlaps the hands in the center of the
plate. Use the water based marker first and then fill in with 3
coats of Pretty In Pink. 
 Use either your word pattern or a water based marker to apply
the writing. Then use your liner brush to apply 1 coat of Licorice to
the words and Red Hot to your hearts. 
 Finally, use a writing bottle of Licorice to write on the children's
names. 
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

The Pretty In Pink color is translucent so the prints will come back through after firing. 
The exact colors don't matter, so feel free to vary up the colors as you'd like. 
Pale colors don't make for good prints, so avoid pastel colors. 
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